Discovering the Lost Worlds of The Book
of Mormon: Sixty years of Progress!
by Shirley R Heater

I

firmly
believe the
confirming
evidences
required by
The Book
of Mormon
account have
been provided
as part of
the Lord’s
timing in
preparation
for greater
things yet to
come

The review that follows is an excerpt from a longer work to be published in the inaugural
issue of Quetzal Codex. See end of article for information on how to obtain the full version.

his year—2010—marks 180 years since The Book of Mormon was
published in 1830. As part of honoring The Book of Mormon after 180
years, it is appropriate to assess the progress in evidences predicted in its
pages since 1830. The sheer volume of information accumulated in the last 60
years is astonishing, revealing civilizations lost to the world stretching from c.
3000 BC to c. AD 400 (the core time span of The Book of Mormon account) and
beyond. This created a challenge, so I offer this as an overview, acknowledging
there’s lots more that could be included. I would say that’s a great problem to
have to deal with!
Darkness Reigns
Discovering the New World
The discovery and conquest of the New World (NW) is a complex story. Until Columbus’s
initial discovery of the Caribbean Islands in 1492 (Heater 1992a, 1992b), most of the world
was ignorant of the existence of the NW and initially considered for some time that India
itself had been found. Spanish conquistadors arrived1 in Middle America in the Maya
area (once spread over the Yucatan, Belize, Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras) and
encountered existing Maya centers such as Tulum, Utatlan and Tayasal. They brought “a
scourge marked by brutality, catastrophic epidemic diseases,” and “protracted, traumatic
subjugation that consumed thousands [actually, millions! SRH] of lives, soldiers and
nonsoldiers alike” as these and other centers were crushed. Nearby, unseen by these
invaders, lie the remains of an even earlier “brilliant civilization,” fallen into decay centuries
before and hidden beneath the tropical forests (Sharer 2006:1-4, 757-772).
At Veracruz on the Gulf Coast, the Spaniards landed and eventually made their way to
Tenochtitlán, the Aztec2 capital located in the Valley of Mexico, its remains now buried
1

Spaniards landed on the east coast of the Yucatan in 1511; expeditions, battles and conquest
continued throughout the Maya area until 1546 with the final conquest of the Yucatan; it wasn’t
until 1697 that Tayasal, the last independent Maya capital in the Peten, was captured and destroyed
(Sharer 2006:758).
2
Origin of the Aztecs is pinpointed to the twelfth century AD, believed most likely to be Chichimec
barbarians from the north who absorbed the Toltec culture, religion and practices of those they
conquered.
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under Mexico City. The bearded conquistadors were
hesitantly received as fulfillment of an ancient prophecy
of a bearded white god prophesied to return. This was
a puzzlement to the new arrivals, but it aided their
successful defeat of the native peoples they had found
(Prescott 1964; see also Coe 2002:225-2283). The powerful
Aztec empire “of at least 11 million people” fell in 1521 to
a “tiny force of about 400 men” (Coe 2002:227).
Confusion followed, resulting from witnessing remnants of perverted Christian practices—which, some
thought, had perhaps been brought from the OW by Saint
Thomas or other Christian travelers. Decadent practices
such as human blood sacrifices were blasphemous, too
extreme for even the cruel Spaniards to tolerate, and they
burned many native records as "works of the devil." The
conquerors, leaders and priests, etc. struggled to understand not only the origins of the remnant civilizations,
but their place in the history of the world. Today, there is
potential to learn from original native writings “an enormous amount of literature in their own languages … to
preserve knowledge that was endangered by the destruction of books in the Mayan script,” accounts written in
response to the European invasion—“many still hidden
in unpublished manuscripts … largely unreadable until
recently” (Tedlock 2010:2).
Earliest observations and accounts come from the
conquerors, churchmen, civil servants and Indian intellectuals (Bernal 1980:35), consisting of letters, memoirs
and autobiographies of eyewitnesses (Adams 2005:5)
[covering the general time period 1517-1670]4; archival
research of old histories (Bernal 1980:49), consisting
of documentary data, native questionnaires, bishops, lawsuits and
records of 200 years of Spanish
rule (Adams 2005:6) [1670-1790];
historians and travelers (Bernal
1980:103, 142), consisting of early
exploration, broad scholarship in
national interest and comparative
studies leading to the first synthesis of pre-Columbian culture
(Adams 2005:6-7) [1790-1880]; and,
finally, the beginnings and development of archaeology in the NW,
officially founded and recognized
in 1910 [1880-1910], progressing
until 1950 (Bernal 1980:160; others say 1960 [Adams 2005:8, 11;
Sabloff:1990:5]), when a new era of
archaeology began.
3

Old Archaeology Views
Under the old archaeological system leading up to
1950, theories accumulated that included estimates of
low rural population based on slash and burn agriculture,
a peaceful harmonious society overseen by astronomer
priests, non-urban “vacant” ceremonial centers, non-historical hieroglyphic inscriptions which were calendrical,
astronomical and religious in nature, and the assumption
of the Classic Maya highpoint of AD 300 to 900 with
little attention to any prior “primitive” civilization. All
conflicted with The Book of Mormon account!
One way conflict between archaeology and The Book
of Mormon account was/is5 dealt with by some Book
of Mormon believers was/is to take the position that
“archaeology” didn’t/doesn’t matter, and that a floating
calendar and floating geography were/are okay. But that
position is a disservice to The Book of Mormon which
deserves the same treatment and respect as does the
Bible—considering real people, real places, real time
and real evidences, all which strengthen the spiritual
message and testimony of Jesus Christ. Also during the
first 120 years after publication of The Book of Mormon,
many incorrect ideas and suppositions were assumed by
other Book of Mormon believers based on the limited
archaeological evidences, erroneous views and theories
available during those times. Complicating any correlation
of The Book of Mormon with a location and ancient
civilization was nearly a century of views that all of North
and South America constituted Book of Mormon lands,
with the Narrow Neck in Panama, the Land Northward
extending to New York and the Land Southward all of
South America. Finally, Louis Hills’
1917 map of Mesoamerica compiled
from the internal requirements of
The Book of Mormon shifted the
focus to a more limited geography
in Mesoamerica, with the Isthmus
of Tehuantepec identified as the
Narrow Neck, a position accepted
by most Book of Mormon scholars
today (Sorenson 1992:32).
From our vantage point today,
we must look back nearly 500 years
through the barrier caused by
the Spanish Conquest. And as we
continue to move further back in
time, another barrier looms c. AD
900 when the large Maya centers
are virtually abandoned and fell
into disrepair—called the Classic

Coe presents a differing view from Prescott: “…far from being held in thrall by a view of Cortéz as the returned Quetzalcoatl,
Motecuhzoma appears to have dealt with him as what he said he was, namely, an ambassador from a distant and unknown
ruler” (Coe 2002:227).
4
Ranges, variously divided by Bernal 1980, Adams 2005 and Stuart 1992:1-63, are reflected here grouped or averaged in a
general way.
5
While many of these ideas hearken back to the 19th century, it needs to be emphasized that they do still exist today.
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Maya Collapse—as the Maya continued but at a much
lesser level of accomplishment, no new glyphs, little
building, etc., until the time of the Conquest. Our time
travel through those two barriers to the close of The
Book of Mormon account, AD 421, reveals an even
earlier barrier, the destruction of the Nephite nation
by their brethren, after which the victorious Lamanites
continued many generations (declining at the Classic
Maya Collapse).
But our advantage is that we do have a record to guide
us through these barriers—the historical account in The
Book of Mormon. These barriers have been falling and
become less of a hindrance as evidences of these earlier
peoples—their great cities and accomplishments buried
under layers of time—finally have come to light in the
last 60 years.
60 years of Increasing Light
A Revolution
In the last 60 years, archaeology (actually, science
in general) “has experienced a revolution in outlook
and technique”—moving forward from the era of “only
rudimentary methods … form(ing) their theories largely
by unconsciously projecting romantic notions onto past
cultures” (Sabloff 1990:dust jacket). This new era is
marked by new views, new technology, new methods and
the overturning of outdated ideas. The new archaeology
impacted cultural interpretation, population estimates,
subsistence (food production), civilization, cities, religion,
historical records and political ideas. Adams states that
“(a)s much work has been done in the past 50 years as was
done in the preceding one hundred and fifty” (2005:11).
Most significantly for us, these new discoveries have
consistently confirmed the unchanging Book of Mormon
account. Many criticisms of The Book of Mormon were/
are based on outdated information!
Pivotal events in 1948 set the stage for the next six
decades of many profound discoveries—on May 14, 1948,
Israel became a nation. And also that year, radiocarbon
dating was “discovered”6—the first, fulfillment of ancient
prophecies; the last, a scientific breakthrough. While
these are seemingly unrelated events, the impact of
each comes together in one sacred book, The Book of
Mormon.
Book of Mormon Chronology
The Book of Mormon account presents three groups
of people journeying from the OW to the NW; and, it is
specific about the time period it presents—the earliest
(the Jaredites) from the time of the Biblical “confounding
of languages” event (believed until recently according to
Bishop Usher’s Biblical chronology to be c. 2200 BC, but

more likely c. 3000 BC) and two (Lehi and Mulek) escaping
the destruction of Jerusalem and Babylonian captivity
of Israel (c. 598-586 BC). In the NW, high civilization
was found, mainly in the Mesoamerican area—the only
area that fits the requirements of The Book of Mormon
account. The so-called Classic Maya were known to
flourish beginning AD 300 (in comparison to the high
achievements of the Greeks). Another people called the
Olmec were generally believed to be either contemporary
with or post-date the Maya (with a growing view among
Olmec scholars that they actually pre-dated the Maya). In
fact, most attention was given to the Classic Maya (c. AD
300-AD 900) and the Aztecs (c. 1200-1520).
Additionally, in the early decades of Mesoamerican
archaeology, a “floating” chronology was developed
based on the reading of hieroglyphic calendrical “dates”
from sculpture and codices. The complexity of the
two-calendar Maya system—the “short” count (calendar
round) and the “long” count—could not be pinned down
to Gregorian (or modern) dates. Systems by Goodman,
Martinez and Thompson (GMT), as well as Spinden and
others, competed for acceptance. Relative dating was
the norm—older material lay beneath newer material
(established through stratigraphic excavation techniques
at the beginning of the archaeological period of 1910).
No dates or archaeological evidence in the NW could be
specifically tied to either of the required time periods of
The Book of Mormon—they were not old enough! Add in
the mix, the unresolved question of whether the Olmec
culture pre-dated, post-dated or was contemporary with
the Maya, and it might be an understatement to say these
were highly charged, emotional issues.
Radiocarbon Dating—an archaeological “atomic
bomb”
During the decade of the 1950s, the newly discovered
14
C dating process was being applied to Mesoamerican
artifacts, first to wood from a lintel (from above a door
frame) at Tikal. Results were mixed, but it was determined
that the wood samples were missing their outer rings and
thus the dates were “off” or earlier than actual. New
samples (without missing wood) were tested and the
results were shown to support the GMT correlation,
tentatively accepted by that time by the majority of most
but not all Mayanists (Taylor 2000:8-9). Today, GMT is
the accepted correlation in Mesoamerican studies.
The Gulf Coast Olmec also became the focus of 14C
testing to help resolve the question of their place in
Mesoamerican history. Tests performed on material
from La Venta resulted in proof that the Olmec not
only pre-dated the Maya, but were astonishingly even
earlier, emerging “as a thriving community by 800 BC

6

“(T)he origin of 14C could be set as early as 1946—the date of the first paper on ‘radiocarbon’…or as late as 1951—the first
published 14C list….If an actual ‘birthday’ for 14C is desired, it might be identified as the day on which the first 14C ‘date’—an
Egyptian archaeological sample—was actually calculated. This was July 12, 1948” (Taylor 2000:2).
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and was abandoned in the fifth century BC, 700 years
before the Maya Classic period even began.” Subsequent
testing revealed that La Venta became a dominant capital
after 900 BC, with roots dating back at least to 1200
BC (Diehl 2004:15, 60). Dates at the Olmec center San
Lorenzo are even earlier! Diehl describes San Lorenzo as
“Mesoamerica’s first city, and perhaps the oldest urban
center anywhere in the Americas” (Diehl 2004:29; see
also Coe and Diehl 1980:395-396).
The impact of these and other radiocarbon test results
was nothing short of “an archaeological atomic bomb.”
Responses included “(f)requent howls of protests, o
ften savagely derogatory,” “all sorts of consternation,” a
“period of initial suspicion and even, in some quarters,
hostility” (Taylor 2000:2-5, selected quotes). As the process became accepted, refined testing techniques were
developed for more accuracy, with the need to calibrate,
or correct, the results using tree-ring dating (dendrochronology). Calibrated dates are used freely in many
published archaeology reports. In many cases, the reader
is not informed whether the dates are radiocarbon or
calibrated. Diehl in his latest book on the Olmec does not
use calibrated dates, explaining that
I justify flouting this modern archaeological practice by
observing that we have so few radiocarbon determinations
for the critical points in Olmec history that to calibrate
them would appear to lend them more validity than they
merit. I prefer to continue to use our “old-fashioned” threecentury blocks of time, periods that are supported by the
existing radiocarbon dates, until we are better equipped to
inject fine nuances into our history (Diehl 2004:10).

Outlines Compared
Although radiocarbon dating has not proven to be
as “absolute” as once expected it is still the valuable
discovery that has filled in a matching or mirror image
timeline of Mesoamerican archaeology (utilizing the
GMT correlation) and The Book of Mormon, not possible
before 14C. Ray Treat published the first simplified outline
comparison in 1978, stating that “(t)he most important
type of evidence at the present time supporting the Book
of Mormon is a correlation of the outline of the Book
of Mormon and Mesoamerican archaeology at strategic
points along the approximately 28007 years of their
common history” (Treat 1992 [1978:1]). The basic outline
has not only stood the test of time, but new information
gleaned from archaeology reports have filled in even
more details. Table 1 (see p. 9) presents a new, updated
comparison chart filled with parallel major points—
including timeline, cultural and linguistic—that continue
to confirm the steadfast and unchanging account of The
Book of Mormon.
It clearly is obvious that both the Olmec and Maya
civilizations mirror The Book of Mormon requirements,
7

Now considered more likely 3500 years.
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leading us to broadly equate them with the Jaredites
(Olmec) and Nephites-Lamanites-Mulekites (Maya).
To quote Lyle Smith (personal communication):
Recently I spoke with a current, well acknowledged and
published archaeologist. He was formerly the Chairman
of the Anthropology Department of a major university
here in the U.S. He reaffirmed that when you look
at archaeological history, over a period of years, and
compare it with another source that claims to give the
history of the period, one can always have, by chance, a
few areas of correspondence. But when that number is
much larger, such as the eight Olmec and twelve Maya
areas of correspondence listed [in Smith’s Olmec and
Maya presentations, Smith 2010a, 2010b], chance is very
unlikely. [emphasis added]

Literate After All
On the heels of the breakthroughs of radiocarbon dating
which began to resolve the timeline issues, another storm
was brewing over the Maya hieroglyphs. For decades,
the historical nature of the glyphs had been dismissed—
mainly by J Eric S Thompson who ruled by going “for the
jugular” against any differing views (Coe 1992:123-144)—
as well as understanding the nature of their composition.
Progress was stymied, until a forward-thinking Russian,
Yuri Knorosov, steeped in OW languages, took the
position that the Maya hieroglyphs were based on the
same OW system:
Up to the present time, some specialists have held to the
view that on the American continent before the European
colonization, there was not writing in the true sense
of that word. The various systems of writing … were
regarded as pictographic or ideographic. However, it is
now known with certainty that the civilized peoples of
ancient America … had hieroglyphic writing of the same
type as that of the Old World, of China, Egypt, Sumeria,
and so forth (Knorosov 1958:284).

Knorosov went on to say that “Maya writing has
no rival on the American continent. … Until the
hieroglyphic texts are studied, it will be impossible
to study fully the civilization of the ancient Maya”
(1958:286). His translations and ideas were met with
extreme resistance, although eventually embraced as on
the right track. However, Thompson continued to deny
any OW connection and asserted that the Maya system
“came from an entirely indigenous development” (Schele
and Freidel 1990:52).
The inkling of historicity was confirmed with Heinrich
Berlin’s recognition of glyphs on the sarcophagus at
Palenque (discovered by Alberto Ruz) as “names of the
ancestors of the individuals buried in this spectacular
Late Classic tomb,” as well as Emblem Glyphs for eight

Don Beebe

Glen Scott

happened’” (Crowell 1992:5). So it seems little is gained
by altering the translated phrase!
Overall, a number of glyphs have been translated that
have a unique connection to The Book of Mormon, in
addition to “muluc” and “it came to pass.” The name of
a Maya king K’inich Laman Ek’ of Motul de San Jose (a
site south of Tikal) (Grube 2000:156) may be a memory of
Figure 1. Yaxchilan Double Emblem Glyph—“muluc” is the
Lehi’s son for whom the Lamanite protagonists are called,
lower left component
and which also reminds us of the Maya site of Lamanai,
one of a few where the original name is known.
Maya cities or place names (Coe 1992:177-178). Berlin’s
Translation of the glyphs is not the whole story—we
1958 paper included the dual Emblem Glyph for Yaxchilan
must include the pattern or style of writing as well.
(see figure 1), one identified as Muluc (Marcus 1976:76)
In 1967, a young LDS serving his mission in Germany
and catalogued T-511 (often linked with “water”) in
learned of Biblical chiasmus at a lecture on the New
Thompson’s A Catalog of Maya Hieroglyphs (1962:110Testament. Jack Welch went on to discover this pattern in
111). Readers will recognize the association of Muluc
The Book of Mormon, resulting in an article “Chiasmus in
with Yaxchilan as a possible candidate for The Book of
the Book of Mormon” in BYU Studies in 1969, the subject
Mormon city Zarahemla (Simmons and Treat 1984).
of his 1970 master’s thesis, and in the introduction to the
Interestingly, secular archaeology of late is backing
1981 volume Chiasmus in Antiquity, which also included
away from this translation (one wonders why? perhaps
a chapter on this subject. This
to distance it from The Book of
was a landmark publication, with
Mormon?)—for instance Sharer
The Book of Mormon included
(2006:138) ignores T-511 (Muluc)
along with worldwide scholars
and only mentions its paired
of the Hebrew Bible, SumeroT-562 glyph “split sky.” Most
Akkadian, Ugaritic, Aramaic and
recently the T-511 sign is referred
Talmudic-Aggadic (Welch 1999;
to as “yej” as a term for ‘mouth’
2007; Smith 2007).
or ‘teeth’” with no mention of
Chiasmus is only the beginning
“Muluc” (Tedlock 2010:97-98).
of the internal revelations
Not so easily ignored is also the
of a Hebraic literary style
day sign “muluc" (one of twenty)
within The Book of Mormon.
recorded by Bishop Diego de
Subsequent
studies
have
Landa in the 16th century, and
spotlighted numerous simple
in the Madrid Codex and the
as well as complex forms (e.g.,
inscriptions (Coe 1992:102).
Crowell 1992:4-30). Remarkably,
Another well-known hieroDr Richard A DeLong (then a
glyphic translation in the 1980s is
professor at Graceland College
“and it came to pass,” heralded by
in Lamoni, Iowa, and member
believers as a strong connection
of Foundation for Research
to the writing style found in both
on Ancient America–FRAA)
The Book of Mormon, as well
presented a paper “Chiasmus
as the Bible—one of the most
in Mesoamerican Writing” at a
frequently used Hebraisms in The
Palenque Roundtable in 1986.
Book of Mormon (Crowell 1992:4;
The late Kathryn Josserand,
see figure 2). In recent years, this
along with her husband Nicholas
hieroglyphic translation, too, has
Hopkins, credit DeLong for
undergone a change—switching
influencing the direction of
to the phrase “it happened” (in
their hieroglyphic decipherment
my opinion, for the same reason
and recognition of the chiastic
“muluc” has been downgraded).
structure in Maya writing (Smith
But the Hebrew word va(=and)
2007). A new translation of the
yehee also can be translated
Figure 2. “and it came to pass” in Hebrew and
Popol Vuh (written, according
“it happened.” According to
the basic glyph (Scott 2002:218)
to Allen Christenson, by
“J. A. Weingreen’s A Practical
anonymous native authors in the 16th Century who
Grammar for Classical Hebrew, the author comments
“refer to themselves only as ‘we’”) is “a sublime work
concerning the meaning of this phrase, ‘This, rather
of literature, composed of rich and elegant poetry”
than implying a continuation with what has preceded,
has little more force (when translated) than ‘now it
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(Christenson 2007:35, 42; see also Christenson 2004)
which highlights many poetic forms, including chiasms,
other numerous types of parallelisms and parallel lines
(from two to six). Popol Vuh themes of creation, birth,
death and resurrection have been traced to the PreClassic site of San Bartolo and El Mirador. In addition,
V Garth Norman’s work at Izapa Stela 5 has revealed a
chiastic or mirror image structure, also with subjects of
creation and resurrection—an even earlier tie to the Popol
Vuh themes (as well as OW geometric measurements)
(Norman 2003:740-744). Once considered influenced
by Spanish priests, the themes and poetic forms linked
to the Pre-Classic era confirm that the Popol Vu has
genuine ancient roots.
Most recently, Dennis Tedlock has pointed out that not
only is Maya literature in the form of parallel verse and
recurrent patterns, but also a present-day interaction
with a priest-shaman in Guatemala revealed that when
he (Tedlock) asked a simple non-poetic question, the
response was composed in poetry. In other words, the
answer revealed the ability “to improvise long runs of
parallel verse without the aid of writing … in the course
of conversations, including interviews conducted by field
workers” (Tedlock 2010:2-3). This “thought and speech
process” has also recently been discovered in The Book
of Mormon and will be reported in the first issue of
Quetzal Codex.

of Mormon record. The image of “the peaceful Maya”
quickly evaporated with evidences of ditch and bank
fortifications at such sites at Tikal and Becan (see crosssection drawings in figure 3), as well as murals at Bonampak
and Cacaxtla depicting warfare. With investigations at
the northern Guatemala site of El Mirador, not only is
the old “low population” view demolished by its vast size,
its extensive fortifications also add to the overall warfare
image. But that’s not all! The dating of the site in the Late
and Terminal Pre-Classic (c. 350 BC to AD 250) falls
right in the midst of The Book of Mormon era, revealing
earlier origins of the Classic culture. The discovery of a
nearby site of Nakbe, dated possibly as early as 600 BC,
further pushed the recognition of complex civilization
indisputably in the right time frame (and place), matching
Book of Mormon history. The Classic Maya are no
longer the star of the show—the Pre-Classic are taking
center stage—just the exact time period of The Book of
Mormon! Groundbreaking work at San Bartolo, also in
the Pre-Classic period, is also part of the picture.

The Dynamics of Ceramics
This overview would not be complete without touching
on two examples from archaeology that also dramatically
fit The Book of Mormon account.
Mosiah and the people of Nephi were led by the Lord
from the Land of Nephi down into the Land of Zarahemla,
about 200 BC. Pior to 200 BC archaeological evidences in
More Matching Cultural Fingerprints
these two areas are distinctly different. Occupants of the
As we have seen thus far, major, dramatic evidences
northern lowlands are identified as Mamom (Mulekite),
have overturned previously held views that differed
with a specific art style and figurines. In the highlands
with The Book of Mormon. Other old views also began
of Guatemala, the Chicanel (Nephite) culture developed.
toppling—low population, vacant ceremonial centers
Then about 200 BC, the Chicanel replaced the Mamom
with peaceful astronomer priests, and raising food crops
in the lowlands—a change in both architecture and
using the slash-and-burn method. These views are
cessation of figurines, indicative of a new religion. This
intertwined and their reversal is also linked. Work in
change in the archaeological record suggests “that lowland
the 60s and 70s produced population estimates at Maya
Maya culture was a result of a union and blending—an
centers and surrounding “rural” areas much higher than
amalgamation of two regional cultures (i.e. Nephites and
expected. Subsequent evidences highlighted “intensive”
Mulekites)” (Scott 2002:119-121 italics in original).
agricultural methods which would support a higher
Evidences of a second migration event in The Book
population, such as irrigation canals and raised fields. In
of Mormon have also been identified. After a group of
addition, the discovery of barley (an OW food product)
Lamanites (Anti-Nephi-Lehis who became known as the
in the NW was groundbreaking verification of The Book
people of Ammon) were converted, they were relocated
about 76 BC from their homeland
in the Land of Nephi to the Land
of Jershon (Alma 15:22-29). Later,
converted Zoramites also arrive in
Jershon and the people of Ammon
subsequently moved to the Land of
Melek to make way for the Nephites
and converted Zoramites to contend
with the invading Lamanites and
dissident Zoramites (Alma 16:254). At
the site of Chalchuapa, El Salvador, a
distinct pottery has been found which
was named Aguacate Orange (dating
Figure 3. Fortifications at Tikal and Becan compared in cross-section (Scott 2002:168) around 100 BC). Almost directly
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north of Chalchuapa) in Belize, a pottery style was
independently found which was named Floral Park. It
wasn’t until a conference in Guatemala City in 1965 that
the two pottery collections were recognized as being “so
close that individual sherds … can barely be distinguished
one from another” (Sharer and Gifford 1970:446). See
figure 4. The story gets even better when this same pottery
type is found at Dos Pilas, Seibal and Aguateca (evidence
that Ammonites relocated to the Land of Melek) (Scott
2002:154-155). These evidences from archaeology are

useful in pinpointing and confirming the location of the
lands referred to in The Book of Mormon!
Conclusions—A Future of Expectations

How can I write a “normal” conclusion which, according
to writing guidelines, should summarize and neatly tie
up the points that have been made? As I look over the
progress of the last 60 years, I’m finding it difficult to
restrain my enthusiasm for the breakthroughs—if I were
standing before you presenting
this material, I would not—could
not restrain my excitement! Nor,
admittedly, can I do so here. In
the above review of the story of
the unfolding evidences over the
past decades, I have not included
an exhaustive listing of all that
has been discovered and may,
in fact, have omitted something
someone else might think should
be here.
We will see evidences continue
to accumulate, in linguistic studies, more focus archaeologically
on the Pre-Classic period, and
the future expansion of Maya
studies by natives themselves,
along with more insights relating
to the growing together of the
Bible and Book of Mormon and
an awareness of its purpose and
prophecies yet to be fulfilled in
these Last Days. The message is
spiritual—the archaeological evidences are temporal, confirming
validity of the record as historical, being mindful that all things
are spiritual.
Ultimately, the purposes and
message of The Book of Mormon
will go forth to the Lamanites
specifically to restore to them the
knowledge of what the Lord has
done for their fathers, “that they
may know the covenants of the
Lord, that they are not cast off
forever” (Title Page).
I firmly believe the confirming
evidences required by The Book
of Mormon account have been
provided as part of the Lord’s
timing in preparation for greater
things yet to come, and by comFigure 4. Archaeologists confirm that a people – makers of a distinctive orange pottery
parison are actually the lesser
at sometime after 140 BC, migrated from El Salvador to the lowlands of Belize (Scott
of what He has in store(see 3
2002:Plate I).
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Nephi 12:1-5). The scriptures promise that many things
are available as we exercise faith. Hebrews 11:1 says that
“faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the evidence
of things not seen.” From this vantage point of 180 years
since The Book of Mormon was published, the “unseen”
evidences that our faith hoped for have become “seen.”
The Book of Mormon is taking its place as a testimony
of Jesus Christ alongside the Bible. The promises and
prophecies within The Book of Mormon reveal that there
are many records yet to come forth—the Plates of Brass,
Mormon’s library with both Nephite and Jaredite records,
as well as other writings spoken of in First Nephi 3:249251 and Second Nephi 12:64-72, including the words of
the lost tribes of Isreal, as well as the testimony of others,
and perhaps the most revered—the sealed vision of the
brother of Jared. The best is yet to come!
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